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JUSTIFICATION FOR EXCEPTION TO LARGE TRANSI

TESTING

Background
The basis for the Constant Pressure Power Uprate (CPPU) request was prepared followicS the
guidelines contained in the NRC approved, &ueral Electric (GE) Company Licensiug Topical
Report for Constant Pressure Power Uprate (CLTR) Safity Analysis: NMDC-33004P-A Rev. 4,
July 2003. The NRC staff did not accept GEs proposal for the generic elimination of lar
transient testing (Le., Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSMV) closure and turbine generator load*
rejection) presented in NEDC-33004P Rev. 3. Therefor on a plant specific basis, Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Station (VYNPS) is taking exception to the large transient test, MSIV
closure and turbine generator load rejection.
The CPPU methodology, maintanig a constant pressure, siuplifies the analyses And plant
changes required to achieve uprated conditions. Although no plants have implemented an
Extended Power Uprate (EPM) using the CLT, thirteen plants have implemented EPUs without
increasing reactor pressure.
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Hatch Units I and 2 (105% to 113% of Original Licensed Thermal Power (OLT))
Monticello (106% OLTP)
Muehleberg (Le., KKM) (105% to 116% OLTP)
Leibstadt (Lc., KKL) (105% to 117% OLTP)
Duane Arnold (105% to 120% OLTP)
Bunswick Units I and 2 (105% to 120% OLTP)
Quad Cities Units I and 2(100%to 117%OLTP)
Dresden Units 2 and 3 (100% to 117% OLTP)

e Clinton (100% to 120%)

Data collected from testing responses to unplanned transients for Hatch Units 1 and 2 and KKL
plants has shown that plant response has consistently been within expected parameters.
Entergy believes that additional MSIV closure and generator load rejection tests ar t
,,eylsfye--rform-d•-tes tests wo
not,ld onfrm any new or significant bapect of
performance thae is not routinely demonstrated by component Level testing. This "is further
supported by industry experience which has demonstrated plant performance, as predictAd under
EPU conditions. VYNPS has experienced generator load rejections from 100% current licensed
thermal power (see VYNPS Licensee Event Reports (LER) 91-05, 91-009, and 91-014). No
significant anomalies were seen in the plant's response to these events. Furer testing is not
necessary to demonstrate safe operation of the plant at CPPU conditions. A Scram from ig
power level results in an unnecessary and undesirable transient cycle on the primary system. In
addition, the risk posed by intentionally initiating a MSIV closure transient or a generator load
rejection, although small, should not be icred unnecessarily.
VYNPS Response to Unplanned Transients.
VYNPS experienced an unplanned Generator Load Rejection from 100% power on 04f23191.
The event included a loss of off site power. A reactor scram occurred as a result of a
Generator/Turbine trip on generator load reject due to the receipt of a 345 KV breaker failure
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signal. This was reported to the NRC in LER 91-009, dated 05/23/91. No significa anomaies
were ween in the plant's response to this event. VYNPS also expreed the following
unplanned generator load rtjection events:
SOn
0313/91 with reactor power at 100% a reacto scram occurred as a result of turbine
trip on generator load reject due to a 345KV Switchyanl Tie Line Differential FaniLt. This
event was reported to the NRC in LER 91-005, dated 4/12/91.
" On 6115/91 during normal operation with reactor power at 100% a reactor scram occured
due to a Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure on Geerator Load Reject resulting from a
loss of the 345KV North Switchyard bus. This event was reported to the NRC in LER
91-014, dated 7/15/91.
No significant anomalies were seen in the plant's response to

mese
events. Transient expaie- e.

at high powers and for a wide range of power levels at operating BWR plant bas shown a close

correlation of the plant transient data to the predicated respons
f test
Based on the similarity of plants, past tranment testin& past analyses, and the evaluath
results, the effects of the CPPU RIP level can be analytically determined on a plant 'pecific
basis. The ransient amnlyi performed for the VYNPS CPPU demonstrates that all safety
critea are metiand that this uq te does not cause any previous non-limiting events to becomn
limiing. No safety related systems were significantly modified for the CFFU, howevr omne
instrument setpoins• were changed. The insbumenf seqxutls that wer changed do not contrinbte
to the response to lar transient eventm No Physical modificatio or setpoint changes were made
to the SRVs. No new systems or features were installed for mitigation of raid pressuritzation
anticipated operational occirreaces for this CF7U. A Scram from high power level results in an
unnecessary and undesirable trament cycle on the primary system. Therefore, additiond
transient testing involving scram firm high power levels is not justifiable. Should any fhtre

Imle transients occur, VYNPS procedures require venfication that the actual plant response is m
accordance wit the predicted response. Existing plant event data recds

are capable of

acquiring the necessary data to confirm the actual versus expected response.
Further, the
•iortant nuclear characterostes required for transient analysis are conrned by the
steady state physics testing. Transint mitigation capability is demonsatrated by other e~qim~ent
sumvillance tests required by the Tec.hnical Specifications. hi addition, e limiting transient
asa-y s-eiffid a
of Me reload Rensing analis.
MSIV Closure Event
Closure of all MSIVs is an Abnorml Operational Tra.nsient as described in Chapter 14 of the
VYNPS Updated Final Safety Analyi Report ( SAR). The triasent produced by the fast
closure (3.0 seconds) of all main steam line isolation valves represents the most severe abnormal
opxrational transienrt resulting in a nuclear system pressure rise when direct scrams arwe ignored.
The Code ovepressure protection analysis assumes the failure of the direct isolation valve
position scra•n. The MSIV closure tran•i•e, assuming the backup flux scram verses the valve
poition scram, is more significant. This case has been re-evaluated for CPFU with acceptable
results.
The CLTR states that: "The same performance criteria will be used as in the original power

ascension tests, unless te have been replaced by updated criteria since the initial test program"
lThe original MSIV closure test allowed the scram to be initiated by the MSIV position switches.
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As such, if the original MSIV closure test were re-perfoe the results would be much less
*significant than the MSlV closure analysis perfatmed by GE for CPPU.
The original MSIV clo•sre test was intended to demonstrate the following:
L. Detae

reactortransient behaviordwrg andfoilot simultameOfull doure of

a) Reactorprmsr shall be maintainedbelow 1230psig.
b) Moinum reactorpreureshould be 35 psi below the first saf.ty valve setpol
(hIs

marginforsieetyvalve we

.ing)

2. Funw ially check the MS Vs orpvper operationand daetenneM. losam hime.
a) ClosumeItne between 3 andS secoids.
Item 1: Reactor Transient Behavior
For this evct, the closur of the MSrVs cmase a vessel pressure hnrase and an incease in
reactivity. The negative reactivity of the scram from MSWV position switches should offset the
posiive reactivity of the pressure increase such that there is a minial incrase in heat &u
Thcefore, the thermal perfornance during the proposed MSV closure test is much less Niting
than any of the transients routinely re-evaluated. CFPU will have -inal impact an the
components ninportwft to achieving the desired themal performance. Reactor Protection system
(RIS) logic is unaffected and with no steam dome pressure increase, overall control rod insertion
dimes will not he significantly affected. YMSI closure speed is controlled by adjustment to the
actuator and is considered very reliable as indicated below.
Reactor Pressure
Due to the minimal nature of the flt transient, the expected reactor pressure rse, Item I above,
is largely dependent on SRV setpoint parfcnaince. At VYNPS all four SRVs are rqaced with
- •-€
tie remove valves are sent out
for testing and recalibration for installation in the following outage. Over the past ten Smars there
have been twenty five SRV tests performed. I those twenty five tests only one test found the as
found setting outside the Technical Specificatim (iTS) current allowable tolerance of3%. 'This
valve was found to deviate by 3A% of its nominal lift setpoint. Note that this is bounded by die
VYNWS design analysis for peak vessel pressure wbich assumes one of the four SRVs does not
open at all (oe SRV out of service). Given the historical perfomance of the VYNPS SRVs
along with the design margins, peformance of an actual MSIV closure test would provide little
benefit for dem ns ng vessel overpressure protection that is not already accomplished by the
conmpoent lvd testing that is routinely perfoumed, in accordance with the VYNPS TSs.
Because rated vessel steam dome pressure is not being in•caed and SRV setpoints are not being
changed, there is no increase in the probability of leakage after a SRV liIt. Since SRV leakage
performance is considered acceptable at the current conditions, which match CPPU conditions
with respect to steam dome pressure and SRV setpoints, SRV leakage performance should

continue to be acceptable at CPPU conditions.

An MSWV closure test would provide no
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sign•icant additional confirmation of htem I performance critera ftha the routine component
testing performed every cycle, in accordance with the VYNPS TSs.
Item 2: MSV Closure Tihe
Since steam flow assists MSWV clowurr the focu of tem 2 was to very that the steam flow from.
the reactor was not shut off faste than asumed (L.e, 3 sconds) During maitenance and
surveillance, MIV actuators are evaltatod and adjusted as necessary to control closure speed,
and VYNPS tet performance has been good. To accoiut for m-nor variations in stroke tinM
the calib•ation test procedure for MSrV closure (OP 5303) requires an as left fast closum time of
4.0_0±2 seconds. The MSIVs were evaluated for CPPU. The evaluation included MSV
closure time and determined that the MSIVs am acceptable for CPPU operation. Industry
eqxperime, includng VYNPS, has shown that her are no significant go=eri problems with
actuator design. Confidence is very high that steam line closure would snot be less than assumed
bytheanlyA
Other Plant Systems and Components Response
The IMSW limit switches that provide the scram signal are: high reliae devices that
suitable for all aspects of this application incluing environental requirements. Thee is no
direct effect by any CM changes an these switches. Ther may be an indirect knqact caused by
slightly higher ambient tetmpeatures, but the increased temperatur will still be below the
qualificatio temperature. These switches are expected to be equally reliable befioe and after
The Reactor Frotection System OM) and Control Rod Drive (CRD) components that convert the
smam signas into CRD motion are not directly affected by any CPPU changes. M=x"changes
in preurv drops across vessel components may result in very sight changes in control blade
insuion rates. These changes have beea evaluated and dexnined to be insignificant 1The
ability to meet the scram performae requirement is not affected by CPPU. Technical
Specification (TS) requirements for these components will continue to be met.
CPPU Modifications
Feedwater System operation will require operation of all three feed pumps at CPPU conditions
(unlike CLTP conditions). Operation of the additional Reactor Feed Pump R.FP) will not affect
plant reqsoe to an MSIV clomure transient. All feedwater pumps receive a trip signal prior to
level reaching 177 inches. Overfill of the vessel after a trip would only occur if level exce=ed
approxmately 235.5 inhs Since the feedwater pumps, the High Pressure Coolant Iection
(HPCI) Imue, and the RCIC tuiin all receive trip signals prmr to level reachmg 177 inches, a
substantial margin exsts. VYNPS operating history has demonstrated that this maTgin greatly
exceeds vessel level overshoot durming transient events. Based on this, there is adequate
confidence that the ved level will remain well below the main steam lines under CPPU
conditions.- The HPCI and RCIC pump trip functions arm routinely verified as required by TSs
and am considered very reliable.'
The modification adding a recirculation pump runback following a RFP trip will not affect the
plant response to this transient. The reactor scram signal from the MSIV limit switches will
result in control rod insertion prior to any mamual or automatic operation of the RFPs. Since
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control rods will already be insrte, a submsuent runback of the recirculation pumps will not
affect the plant response.
The modification (BV 03-23 -ARTS/&M A-) to add an additional unpiped Spring Safety
Valve (SSV) will not affect the plant response to this transient. The new third SSV will have the
sa•n lift scpoint as the two exisng SSVs. This trnsient does not result ian opening of a SSV,
nor Is credit tak=n for SSV actuation.
Generator Load Reject Testing
'"Giecrator Load Rejection From High Power Wihout Bypass" (GLRWB) is an Abnonmal
Operational Transient as described in Chapter 14 of the VYNPS Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report (UFSAR). This transient competes with the turbine trp witl-ut bypass as the most
limiting overpressuization transient that dhallenges thernal limits for each cycle, The GLRWB
analysis assumes that the transient is initiated by a rapid closure of the turbm1econtrol valves. it
also assumes that all bypass valves ail to open.
The CLR states that: Th same perfo•nance criteria will be used as in the original power
ascension tests, unless they have been replaced by updated criteria since the h:itial test prograni"
The startup test for generator load rect allowed the slect rod Insert feature to reduce the reactor
power level and, in coqunction wit bypass valve opening, control the transient fmdi tht the
reactor does not sarn Current VYNPS. design does not include the select rod insert feu.
The plant was also modified to incWd a scram from the acceleration relay of the turbine control
system. Under current plant design, the original gmeator load rejt test can not be re
If a generator load reoet with bypass test were pedormd, the results would be much
less sgificant than the generator load rect.without bypass closure analysis perfrmed by GE
for CPU.

0perored.

The original gener-ato load reject test was tended to demonstrate the following:
L Determine and demonsmae reactor resonse to a generator mrp, with pxtcuar
attention to the rates of changesandpeak values ofpower level reactorsteam pmszoe

and trbinespeeA
Criteria:
a. Afl test pressmre fbwn

"
n must have maximwn pressure vahwms below 1230

b. Mximum reactorprevsure should be 35 psi below the fiat sfez y valve
se~voint. (Mhi & mwrginfor safety valve weepkWg)
a The select rod Insertfeature shall operate and in conjunction mih proper
bypass valve opening, shall control the transientsuch tA the reactordoes
not scamn

S

Due to plant modification discussed above, Criterion c. above would no longer be applicable for a
generator load reject test. The geerator load rject startup test was performed at 93.70 power,
however, a reactor scram occurred during testing and invalidated the test. A design change to
initiate an immediate scram on generator load reject was implemented and this startup test was
subsequently cancelled since it was no longer applicable.
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Item 1 Reactor Response
For a generator load reject with bypass evcnt, given c tuflt plant design, the fast closure of the
Turbine Control Valves (TCVs) cause a trip of the acceleration relay in the turbine control
systeL The acceleration telay trip initiates a fui reactor scra
The bypass valves opn,
however, since the capacity of the bypass valves at CPPU is 87%, vessel pressur
ream This
results in an increase in reactivty. Ile negative reactivit of the TCV fast closure scain fltM
the acceleration relay should offset the positive reactivity of the pressure increase such that there
is a minimal increase in heat flu. Therefore, the thermal perfomiance during a generator load
rejection tat would be much less limiting than any of the transienft routinely re-evaluated
CPU will have wmimal impact on the components important to achieving the desired thermal
perfkm c Reac Protection system (PS) logic is unaffected and with no stem dome
pressure increse, overal control rod insertion times wiln not be significantly affected. A trip
channel and alarm fuctional test of the turbine control valve fast ClWr scram is pef=ied
three: months in accordance wit plan~t chnica Vmfions. This triý ficiction. is
considered very reliable.

-every

Reactor Pressure
Due to the minhmal natur of the flux transient, the expected reactor pressmre frseý Criteria a. and
b. above, are largely dependent on SRV setpoint performance. Refer to the MSIV dose
Rector Pressu section above for discussion of SRV setpoint perfo=ace.
Becuse ramted vessel stem dome pressure is not being icreased amd SRv setpoints are not being
changed, there is no increase in the probability of leakage after a SRV lif& Since SRV lkakge
pefomiance is considered acceptable at the current conditions, which match CFPU conditions
with respect to stem dome presure and SIM setpoins SV lea
pafoman•e wil confinme
to be acceptable at CPFU conditions. A gemator load reection tes would provide no significant
additional confirmation of perfornance criteria a. and b. than the routine component testing
pernnmed every cycle, in accordance with the VYNPS TSs.
Other Plant Systems and Components Response
The turbine control system acceleration relay hydraulic fluidpresre switches thatproyide the
scram signal we highly reliable deices tat are suitable for al1 aspects of this 'pplication
including environmental requiremts.. The is no direct effect by any CPPU chaug6 on these
pressur stches. These switches arm expected to be equaly reliable bfr and after CPPU.
The Reactor Protection Systm (RPS) and Control Rod Drive (CRD) components tha convert the
scram signals into CRD motion are not directly affected by any CppU changes. Mir changes
in pressure drops across vessel components may result in very slight changes in control blade
inscrtion rates. These changes have been evaluated and determined to be insignificant. The
ability to meet the scram perfmomance requireent is not affected by CPPU. TS requiremenits for
these components will continue to be met.
CPPU Modifications
As previously described, Feedwater System operation will require all thre feed pumps at CPPU
conditions. Operation of~the additional Reactor Feed Pump (RFP) will not affect plant response
to this translent All feedwater pumps receive a trip signal prior to level reaching 177 inches.
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Overfill of the vessel after a trip would only o rf level exceeded approximately 235.5 inche
Since the feedwater pumps, the I-gh Pressm Coolant jecedon O(HC) tm-bine, and the RCIC
turbine all receive trip signals prior to level reaching 177 inches, a substantial marg exists.
VYNPS operating history has demonstrated that this margin greatly exceed vessel level
overshoot during transient events. Based on this, there is adequate confidence that-the vessel
level will remain well below the man steam lines under CPU conditions. The HPCI and RCIC
pump trip functions are routinely verified as required by TMs and are considered veyrrelia
The modificatio adding a recirculation pump runback following a 1-FP trip will not affect the
plant response to this transieat. The reactor scram signal from turbine control valve fast csu
will result in control blade insertion prior to any mTanual or automatic operation of the PIT
Since control blades will already be inserted, a subsequent rnback of the recirculation pumps
will not affect the plant response
-Themodification (BV 03-23) "ARTS/MJLfA") to add an additional unpped SSV will not
affect the plant response to this transient. The new third SSV will have the same lift wtit
of
the two existing SSVs. This transient does not result in an opening of a SSV.nor is credit taken
for SSV actuation.
MP Turbine modification replaces the steam flow path but will not affect the turbine control
system hydraulic pressu switches that provide the turbine control valve fA closure scram
signal to the ,PS system.
Industry Doffing Water Reactor (BWR) Power Uprate Experience

southern Nuclear Operaing Company's (SNOC) application for EPU of Hatch Units 1 and 2 was
granted without requirements to perform large transient testing. VYNPS amd Hatch are both
BWR/4 with Mark I co1tainmens Although Hatch was not required to prfom large transient
testin Hatch Unit,2 experienced an unplanned event that resulted in a generator load reqect from
98% of uprated powe in the summer of 1999. As noted in SNOC's LER 1999-005, no anomalies
wer sen in the plant's response to this event In addition, Hatch Unit I has experienced one
turin trip and one generato load reject event subsequent to its uprate (i.e., LERs 2000.004 and
2001-002). Again, the behavior of the primary safety systems was as expected. No new plant
bb.ee,- o• va ,tLwould diri
he
-teeI--ams
used arenot capable
of modeling plant behavior at EPU conditions.
The KiL power uprate inplementaon program was performed during the period from 1995 to
2000. Power was raised in steps from its previous operating power level of 3138 MWt (te.,
104.2% of OLTP) to 3515 MWt (Le., 116.7% OLTP). Uprate testing was performed at 3327
MWt (i.e., 110.5% OLTP) in 1998, 3420 MWt (i.e., 113.5% OLTP) in 1999 and 3515 MWt in
2000.
KKL testing for major transients involved turbine trips at 110.5% OLTP and 113.5% OLTP and a
generat load rejection test at 104.2% OLT?. The KKL turbine and generator trip testing
demonstrated the perfonnance of equipment that was modified in preparation for the higher
power levels. Equipment that was not modified performed as befor. The reactor vessel pressure
was controlled at the same operating point for all of the uprated power conditions. No
unexpected peformance was observed except in the finetuning of the turbine bypass opening
that was done as the series of tests progressed. These large transient tests at KKL demonstrated
the response of the equipment and the reactor response. The close matches observed with
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predieW response provide additional confidence that the uprate licensing anayses consstet
reflected the behavior of the plant.
Plant Modeli.

Dita Colleetion and Analse

From the power uprte exeriece discussed above, it can be concluded that large tranents,
efther planned or unplanned, have not provided any sigficant nw infomiation about tansiat
modeling or actual plani response. Since the VYNPS uprate does not involve reactor pressure
dang, this cpeq=ice is considered applicabe.
The safi* analyses perfomed, for VYNS used the NRCappwved ODYN transient modeling
code. The NRC accepts this code for GE BWRs with a range ofpower lvels andpower den*=
that bound the requested power weate for VYNPS. The ODYN code has been benchmarked
against BWR test daft and has mnooipotated industry experience gained from previous Iransient
--modeliz&-codes.-- ODYN -uses -plant-specific-inputs -and models all the esseniial physical
phoena for predicting integrated plant respcoe to the anablysd transients. Thus, the ODYN
code will accurately and/or conservatively predict the integrated plant response to the transients
at CPFU power lovels and no new information about tWnsient modeling is expected to be gained
from perfwing these large tansienttests.

VYNPS believes that suffcieat justification has been provided to demonstrae that an MSIV
tramient test and a generator load rejection test is not necessary or prudeM Also, the risk
imposed by intentionally initiating large transient testing should not be incurred unnecessarily.
As such, Enteg does not plan to pefnn additional large transient teting followiag the VYNPs
CPP.
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